
MULTI GRAB

LIFT/PULLLOAD CONTROL POSITIONING
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Multi-Grab is a versatile magnetic no-touch hand safety tool with
many uses. The magnet provides approximately 500 LBS of pull
force on steel 1/2" thick or more. Multi-Grab is light, durable and
compact so it can be used just about anywhere.

USES:
Multi-Grab can be used as a magnetic load control device, material
handling/positioning device, holding device and lifting/pulling device.

OPTIONS:
Multi-Grab comes in 3 models, each with different features and
options. See the back of this sheet for more information.

WARNINGS:
When using Multi-Grab for positioning steel parts and components,
make sure they are large enough to allow for the tool to be removed.
Do not attach to small objects and parts as removal may be difficult.
It is recommended that persons do not lift more than 60 LBS (27 Kgs)
to avoid bodily strains or injury.

CAUTION!!!
Keep away from pace maker and ICD devices. Magnet will damage
painted surfaces. Keep away from bank and credit cards (magnetic
strip cards). Keep fingers and hands clear from pinch points (pivot
point and between magnet and steel). Wear gloves and other
personal protection equipment when using. Do not allow two
magnets to come in close proximity to one another or make
contact, serious injury can result.

WARRANTY:
This product is warrantied against any manufacturing defects for a period of
1 year. Contact ADAMAR Industries LLC at info@adamarindustries.com
or visit http://www.adamarindustries.com to initiate a warranty claim via our
contact form. Any signs of misuse, abuse, excessive damage as well as
normal/expected wear will not be considered as a cause for a warranty
claim. Magnet is a wearable item and may need to be replaced if worn or
damaged from use.

DISCLAIMER:
ADAMAR Industries LLC neither assumes nor accepts any liability and shall
be held harmless for damages resulting from the use or misuse of this
product. The buyer/user agrees that he/she is responsible for all damages
and injuries caused by use or misuse of this product, which include death,
dismemberment, injuries to self and others, property damages and product
damages. By purchasing or using this product or providing this product for
use, you agree to these terms.

Visit https://adamarindustries.com for more information, videos and usage
information. Questions, concerns and support Call 1 (888) 232-6275 M-F
9AM-5PM.

PLEASE READ THIS IMPORTANT USAGE
AND SAFETY INFORMATION BEFORE

USING THIS PRODUCT !

!
CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING
WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State
of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive
harm. For more information: www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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MULTI-GRAB II SKU: MG002
MULTI-GRAB III SKU: MG003
MULTI-GRAB IV SKU: MG004

Note: Examples are shown with a MG003 as the tool being used. All of the MULTI-GRAB products function
similarly but have different features. See the back of this sheet for more information and details on the features
of each model.



MULTI-GRAB MODELS & FEATURES
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The CAM/LEVER allows a user to
engage levers on a steel surface
to release magnet. Push handle
forward to release magnet.
Continue pushing forward until
handle lays flat on surface to
completely disengage the
magnet from steel.
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MULTI-GRAB IV (MG004)
180° Pivot, 360° Rotation, CAM LEVER Release.

Has a lower push/pull point and easy push release.
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Pull ring to disengage pin.
Twist ring to rest in detent
for free pivot of handle.
Twist ring and align with
slot and move handle straight
up to lock into straight position.
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180° Pivot, 360° Rotation, Locking Pin (Locks Straight)
MULTI-GRAB III (MG003)
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MULTI-GRAB II (MG002)
180° Pivot, 360° Rotation


